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THE FINITE SQUARE 

By Norman Levine 

1. Introduetion. 、

Let (X, .!T) be a top이0밍cal space and define 6(‘!T) to be {S: S=OIXOIUOZ / 

X02 where Oi E .!T and X=Ol U02} and let ~(‘!T) be the semi-uniformity 

for X generated by 6(‘7) as subbase- / 

ln this paper an attempt is made to get relationships between ‘!T and ~(‘r). 
‘!T(~(‘!T)) will denote {O률 : xEO율 implies that there exists a Uε~(‘!T) such 
that U [xl C O*} • 

THEOREM 1.1 ‘!T(~(‘!T))C ‘r. 
PROOF. Let xε 0*ε!T(~(.!T)). There e피sts then a UE~(‘!T) such that U [xl 

CO*. But U그SI n --- OSn where Siε6(‘r). Thus xES1 [xl 0 ... ()Sn [xl CU [xl ζ0* 

and each Si [xl ε ‘!T. Thus 0*ε ‘!T. 

ln theorem 3.1, a necessary and sufficient condition is given for .!T =.!TC'l/ 

(‘!T)). 
Let .9J(‘!T)={B ’:B=OIXOIU ,"UOnXon where Oiε.!T and X=OIU ,"UOn}' 

THEOREM 1. 2 .fß(‘r) is a base for 'l/(‘r). 

PROOF. We first show that .fß(‘!T)C'l/(‘!T). Let X=OlU"'UOη， 0득‘!T. For 

each uC{l, …, n}, let Gu=U {Oi: iεu}. Then 0IXOIU ... UOnXOn그n {GuxGσ 

UGiO"XG~O": uC{l, …, n}} ε'l/(.!T). ThU:s 01XOl U"'UOnXOnεgι!T). Let 

X=OiUU2’ 1드i드n， where Oiε ‘r and .UiE‘r. For each uC {1, …, n}, let 

Gu= n {Oi : iεu} and Hu=O {Ui : iε따 • Then n {OiXOiUUiXUj : 1드t드n} :::> 
{GunHO"õXGδnHO"o: uζ{1， …, n}E.fßι!T). Hence .fß(‘!T) has the base 

property. 

COROLLARY 1. 3 LIε'l/(‘!T) iff (X. ‘!T) is finite and discrete, LI denoting the 

diagonal in XxX. 

PROOF. lf (X. ‘!T) is finite and discrete, then <1== U {{x} X {치 :xEX} ε.fß(호). 
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Conversely, let L1ε~(‘7'). Then L1그01X01U".UOnXOη where Oi εfT and 

X=U {Oi: 1드j드n}. Then each Oi is a singleton or is emptγ. Thus X is finite 

and ‘fT is discrete. 

THEOREM 1. 4 A topology ‘fT is a chain (l쩌early ordered by inclzesion) iff ~ 

cyn..r) = {YxY} for all YCX. 

PROOF. Let be ..r a chain and suppose hat YCX. Suppose further that Y= 
(yn01)U(yn02) with Oi εfT. We may assume that 01C02' It follows then 

that (01nY)X(01nY)U(02nY)x (02ny)=yxY and hence ~(Yn‘fT)= {Yx Y}, 

Conversely, suppose that ~(Yn‘fT)= {YxY} for all YCX. If ‘r is not a 
chain, there exist Oi in ‘fT such that 0 1 c:tOz and 02c:t01 ; let Y =01 U02. Then Oi 

εYn‘fT， but 0 1 X01 U02X02~YXY and hence ~(Yn‘fT)~ {YxY} , a contradict-

IOn. 

THEOREM 1. 5 ~c‘!T)={XxX} 짜f X=01U02' Oi ε!T implies that X=01 0γ 

X=02' 

PROOF. Suppose that Zt'(..r) = {XxX} a.nd that X=01U02' Oiε!T. If Oi~X 

for i=l, 2, then 0 1 X01 UOZX02E Zt'(..r), but 0 1 X01 UOZX02~XXX. 

The converse is clear. 

THEOREM 1. 6 (X, ‘!T) z's connected iff XxX is the only eqttivalence relation 

in ~(‘fT). 

PROOF. If (X. ‘fT) is not connected. there exist 0 1' Ozdisjojnt. nonempty open 

sets such that X=01UOZ' Then 01X이U02XOZ is an equivalence relation in ~ι!T) 

which is different from XXX. 

Conversely. suppose E is an equivalence relation in Zt'C..r) which is different 

from XxX. Bγ theorem 1. 2. there exist open sets Oi’ 1드i드n such that X=01 

U"'UOn and E그01X01U"'UOnxOn' Take xεX ; let A= U {Oi : OinE [xl ~tÞ} and 

let B= U {Oi : OinE [xl =tÞ}. Note firstly that if OinE [xl 낯tÞ. then OinE[xl. To 

see this, let yεOinE [xl. Then E [xl =E [yl 그(01 X01 U".UOnXOn) [yl 그Oi' It 

follows then that tÞ=;i:.ACE [xl and A is open. Hence tÞ낯Bε ‘!T and AQB=Ø. X= 

AUB. Thus (X’ ‘!T) is disconnected. --’ 

THEOREM 1. 7 Let (X. ‘fT) be a topological space and YCX. Then (i) YxY 

n:V(‘fT)C:VCYO‘!T) and Cii) t"f Y t"s closed. then equalzïy holds. 

\ 
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PROOF. (i) Let Uε~(‘:T) : by theorem 1. 2, U그01X01U" ， U OnXOn where Oi 

ε.:T and X=OlU"'UOn' Then YxynU그(yn01)x(yn01)u ... u(ynOn)x(yn 

On) and YxynUε~(Yπ:T). (ii) Let Y be cIosed and suppose y=(yn01)u(y 

n02) where Oi E .3’. Then (yn01)x(yn01)U(yn02)x(yn02):Jyxyn(01 X01 
U02XOZU ~YX~Y)르YXYn~(‘:T). 

2. Separation Properties. 

THEOREM 2.1 (X, .:T) is a TCspace iff n~(‘.9'"')=.1. 

PROOF. Suppose that (X, ‘:T) is a TCspace and x~y. Then (x, y)잊~{x}X 

~ {x} U~ {y} X~ {y} εδι:T)ζgι:T) and L1 =n~(‘:T). 

Conversely, suppose that .1= n~ι:T). We will show that ~ {x}ε:T for each 

x. Let yE~ {x} : then x낯y and hence there exist open sets Oi ßUch that X=Ol 

U02 and (x, y)종01X01U02X02' If xε01 ， theny졸01 andyε02C~ {x} : if xE;t:01’ 

then xε02 and yE;t:02and yε01ζ~ {x}. 

A space (X, ‘:T) is called a T 2.çspace iff x낯y implies that there exist open 

sets 0 1 and 02 such that xε01， Yε02 and c(01)nc(02)=Ø, c denoting the cIosure 

operator. 

THEOREM 2. 2 A space (X, ‘:T) is a T2. 5-s，ψace iff .1=n {cU: Uε~(‘r)}. 

PROOF. Suppose that (X, ‘:T) is a T 2.çspace and x~y. There exist then open 

sets 0 1 and 02 such that xε01 ， Yε02 and c01nc02=ø. Then X=~c01U~c02' 

but (x, y)줄C~C01XC~C01UC~C02XC~C02 since yE;t:c~c02 and x졸c~cOl' Thus 

(x, y)EEn {cU : Uε~(‘.9"")}. 

Conversely, suppose that .1= n {cU : Uεgιr)} and x낯y. Then (x, y)종cU for 

some Uεgι.9""). Then by theorem 2. 1, U그01X01U" ， U OnXO,t where OiεF 

and X=이U…UOn' Hence (x, y)εAXBC~cUζ'6'(01 X01 U ... UOκXO，)C~L1 

where A and B are in ‘.9"". Then cAXcBC~ L1 and hence cAncB=ø. It folIows 

then that (X, ‘:T) is a T 2. çspace. 

THEOREM 2. 3 A sþαce (X, .:T) is normal iff {cU: Uε~(‘.9"")} is a base foγ 

~(‘.9""). 

PROOF Let (X, .:T) be normal and suppose that Vε~(.:T). Then V그OlX01 
U"'U。감<On where Oi ε:T and X=01U"'UOχ. Since (X, ‘.9"") is normal, 
there exist open sets 0 1* "', 0감 which cover X and cO/'COi. Thus letting U = 

Or*X01*U .. 'UO강xo강， it follows that V그cU and Uε%‘.9""). 
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Conversely. let {cU: Uε~(.7'")} be a base for ~(‘!T). To show that (X. .7'") 

is normal. let X=01U02 where Oi εr. It suffices to find closed sets E 1 and 

E2 which cover X and for which EζOi' Now 01XOIU02X02εgι!T) and 

hence contains c01*XcO얀U ... UcC칸×cOn풍 for soiIle open cover 0츄 …. 0
11
* of 

X. It is clear that cO_.*xcO~*ζO. xO. or cO~*xcO 률C02X02 for each i. Let E 1 i '" '-'''''' i '--\J 1 '" '-' 1 \..1.1. ..... v i ,... \"'V' i '--\J 2 

=U{cO션: cO랜XcO션C01X01} and E2=U {COl: cOtxco션ζO2 x 02}' lt is clear 

that E 1 and E 2 are the required sets. 

3. Ro-spaees. 

A space (X. ‘!T) is called an Ro-space iff x르0εr implies that c(x)ζO. 

THEOREM 3.1 A space (X , .:T) is an Ro-space iff .7'"(1/(‘!T))=.:T. 

PROOF. Suppose that (X. ‘!T) is an Ro space. By theorem 1. 1, it suffices to 

show that ‘7ζ.:T(1/(‘!T)) : let xεoεr. Then c(x)CO and X=OU 'Ø"c(x). 

Hence OXOU'?c(x)X'?c(x)ε1/(.:T) and (OXOU'?c(x)X'?c(x)) [x] =0. 

Conversely, suppose that ‘!T =..r(Z!(Y)) and let xεoεr. Let yεc(x) ; we 
will show that yεO. There exists a Uεgι!T) such that U [x] CO. By theorem 

1. 2, there exists a symmetric open set G which contains the diagonal and 1S 

contained in U. Then G [y] is open and hence G[y] n {x} 낯ifJ. Thus yεG[x]C 
U[x] CO. 

THEOREM 3. 2 Suppose that .9í and 킹 are tφologies for X. TheJZ (1) if 

Z ζ 킹， . then 1/(J갇)C1/(걷) and (2) zf 적 z"s RO and 1/(칸)CZ!(킹)， theη 

킹 ζ 주. 

PROOF. (1) is clear. (2)Let x드Oε 적. Then c1(x)ζ0， c1 denoting the closure 

operator relative to 칸. Then OXOU'?c1(x)X 'Ø"c1(x)ε1/(칸)C1/(킹). Hence 

there exists a Gε킹×킹 such that OXOU'?c1(x)X'?c1(x)::JG::JA. Thus 0= 

(OX OU'?c1 (x)X'?c1 (x)) (x] 그G[x] 그 {x}. But G [x] ε.92' and xεG [x] CO. lt follows 

then that OE 킹. 

COROLLARY 3.3 Let 칸 and 킹 be Ro-topologies for X. Then 킹 =횟 iff 

1/(.9í) =1/(칼). 

THEOREM 3.4 Let (X. .:T) be an Ro-space. Theχ .:T = {ifJ, X} iff 1/(‘r)= 

{XXX}. 

PRI∞F. If ‘:r = {ifJ, X}. then clearly 12'(‘!T)={XxX}. 

Conversely. suppose that ~(.:T)= {XxX} and that ifJ=l:-Oε.:T: let xεX. It 
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follows then that XXX=OXOU~cCx)X~c(x) and hence X=COXOU~cCx)X 
~c(x)) [x] =0. 

4. CountabiIity. 

THEOREM 4.1 ZfC..r) has a countable base il CX. ..r) is compact and second 
axzom. 

PROOF. Let {낀 : iεP} be a countable. base for ..r and suppose that X =OUG. 

oεr. Gεf一. Then X=U {Oi: OiCO or OiζG} and since CX. ‘r) is compact. 

there exist Oil, 1드j드x such that X= U {Oil : 1드j드ft} and Oi,IO or OiiζG. 

Hence OXOUGXG그U {Oi,×Oil : 1드j드n} :::J.d. Thus {U {OiX Oi : iEP*CP. P* 

finite. X = U {Oi : iEP휴} }} is a countable base for zfιr). 

THEOREM 4.2 CX. ..r) is a second axiom space‘ il ZfC‘r) has a coχκtable base 

and CX. ‘:T) is an Ro-space. 

PROOF. Let {Ui : iεP} be a countable base for ZfC‘:T). By theorem 1. 2. for 

each integer i. there exist open sets O}. 1드j드ni such that Ui그U {Ojxoj: 1드j 

드깐} 그..1. Then {여 : 1드j드한• iEP} is a countable base for . ..r. To see this. Iet 

xεoε..r. Then for some integer i. OXOU~cCx)X~cCx)=> Ui그U {ojxoj: l<j< 

ni}. Then .xEOj for some j and xεo;ζO. 

5. Z!C..r) a uniformity generated by equivalence relations. 

LEMMA 5.1 S때tþose that A1XA1U ... UAnXAnεZ!C‘:T). AinAj=ø when i쳐 

and that X =A1 U ... UAn. Then each Ai is opeη aχd closed. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that each Ai is open. By theorem 1. 2. A1 XA1 U ... 

UAnXA낌Ol×Olu---UOm×0α=>..1 where Oi ε..r. Let x εAi. Then xεOj for 

some j. Thus Ai=CA1XA1U ... UAnXA씨 [xl 그(Oj×Oj〕 [x] =Oj그 {x} • 

An equivalence relation E on a set X is teI med of linite character iff {E [x] : 

xεX} is finite. 

THEOREM 5.2 ZfC‘r) has a base 01 equivalence r，강ations 01 li써te characteγ 

iff lor each closed set E and each open set 0 lor which ECO. there exists a c/open 

set C sμch that ECCCO. 

PROOF. Sufficiency. Let X =01 U02• Oi being open. Then ~02C01 and hence 

~02CCC01 for some clopen set C. Hence 01X01U02X02그C×CUg℃×gcgg 
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(‘:T). It follows then that each Uε~C‘:T) contains a finite intersection of sets 

of the form CXCU'?CX'?C. Such finite intersections are equivalence relations 

of finite character. 

Necessity. Let ECO, E being closed and 0 being open. Then OXOU~EX 

'?EE'!/ιr) and hence OXOU'?Ex'?E그A1XA1U ，，'UAnXAn where AinAj=iþ 

when 상j and A1XA1U… UAnXAnε~(‘:T). By lemma 5.1, each Ai is clopen. 

Let 0*= U {Ai : AiCO}. 0* is clearly clopen; it suffices to show that ECO*. Let 

xεE ; then xEAi for some i. It suffices to show that ~와ζO. Suppose Ap:.O ; 

take aεAi-O. Then Cx, a)EAiXAiζOXOU'?Ex'?E. But (x, a)종OXOU'?E 

X '? E , a contradiction. 

COROLLARY' 5. 3 Let CX’ ‘r) be compact and zero dimensional. Then ~(‘:T) 
has a base 01 equivalence relations ollinite character. 

The Ohio State University 
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